The potential of synthetic biology techniques for designing complex cellular circuits able to solve complicated computations opens a whole domain of exploration, beyond experiments and theory. Such cellular circuits could be used to carry out hard tasks involving decision-making, storage of information, or signal processing. Since Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) are the best known technical approach to synthetic designs, it would be desirable to know in advance the potential of such circuits in performing tasks and how classical approximations dealing with neural networks can be translated into GRNs. In this paper such a potential is analyzed. Here we show that feed-forward GRNs are capable of performing classic machine intelligence tasks. Therefore, two important milestones in the success of Artificial Neural Networks are reached for models of GRNs based on Hill equations, namely the back-propagation algorithm and the proof that GRNs can approximate arbitrary positive functions. Potential extensions and implications for synthetic designs are outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cells are entangled living machines capable of very complex computational tasks. They rival parallel computers and are in charge of the fine tuned responses that allow them, along with tissues and organs, to properly adapt to external and internal challenges (Bray 1990; Bray 1995) . The idea that complex patterns of cellular behavior can be an emergent property of genegene interactions was early proposed by Stuart Kauffman, who used a Boolean approximation to gene regulation as a minimal model of the true (and complex) molecular events (Kauffman 1993) . This view was originated shortly after the classical work by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts, which showed that any particular computational task (as defined by a logic gate) can be mapped into a threshold-like neural network (McCulloch and Pitts 1943) . It is interesting to notice that, since those early years, both neural and genetic networks have received an always increasing attention both at the level of the details of their interacting constituents as well as in terms of theoretical models. In both cases, it is often possible to consider that each element (either a formal neuron or a simplified gene, which we shall call indistinctly unit throughout the text) responds to external stimuli in nonlinear ways. The associated response functions that characterize both types of units are commonly stepwise, ideally Boolean-like.
The theory of neural networks rapidly advanced, primarily thanks to the development of computers and simulation techniques. In parallel, neuroscience actively studied the behavior of nerve cells with outstanding preci- * corresponding author † corresponding author sion. At the end of the 20th century, neuron-based models were highly accurate and essentially well established (Dayan and Abbott 2005) . Moreover, several standard approximations emerged towards the distributed solution of a plethora of computation problems (Bishop 2006) : leaving aside elemental classification and interpolation tasks based on sample data; Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) were successfully applied on signal processing, pattern recognition, complex inference, nonlinear control, etc. By contrast, gene networks received less consideration since molecular biology started to dominate the scene from the 1950s. More and more attention was being paid to how single genes worked and a largely reductionistic agenda was developed. With the discovery of gene regulation by Jacob and Monod (Jacob and Monod 1961) , the picture started to (very) slowly move towards a circuit-based functional view of cellular control. The gene network view has been ever since gradually adopted by most biologists, who became aware of the dominant role played by gene-gene interactions.
Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) are a holistic conceptualization of large assemblies of interacting genes and their regulatory interplay (Kitano 2001; Alon 2006) . They are the result of a non-designed process of evolutionary tinkering (Rodriguez-Caso et al. 2005 ) and thus they display some non-standard patterns of network organization. Specific mathematical modeling can be made thanks to the tools already developed for single gene and other molecular dynamics characterization: we will be working with the quite standard and successful Hill differential equation (Hill 1910) . Reconstruction of small motifs from real genetic networks (Alon 2007) , and also of each time larger interwoven collections of genes (Saez-Rodriguez et al. 2009 ) has become possible using experimental data. Small feed-forward motifs like those represented in figure 1 are overly abundant in large GRNs (Macía et al. 2009a; Widder et al. 2012) , and they re-semble us enough of the synthetic networks that we will be designing. The connection that we intend to make between GRNs and machine learning is already hinted at by AI methods for gene-webs reconstruction (Sîrbu et al. 2011 and references therein) , where ANNs reveal themselves as a very appropriate model of GRNs.
The understanding of how GRNs work helps us build a much better picture of how computations occur in living cells (Bray 1990; Bray 1995; Nurse 2008; Brenner 2012) and invites us to think of GRNs from an engineering standpoint. In recent years ambitious calls and claims have been made that pursue the implementation of actual biological computing devices (Amos 2004; Amos 2008; Benenson 2012 ). These would use interconnected genes, assemblies of cells, and alike to reckon and execute controlled responses to external conditions. One final goal would be to elaborate computing resources that could be easily integrated into living organisms, although up to date most of these contributions have been developed in vitro. Even in an artificial environment free from the unpredictability of complex organisms, the components that nature provides us with present a series of important drawbacks: our theoretical understanding of cellular processes is largely incomplete; we usually handle leaky, diffusing systems where a precise spatial architecture becomes difficult, if not impossible; chemical reactions are essentially stochastic; etc. Thus, seemingly simple designs have required very rigorous experimental controls (Rothemund et al. 2004; Bratsun et al. 2005; Tabor et al. 2009; Mondragón et al. 2011) . Major progresses might require non-standard approximations (Regot et al. 2010; ) that liberate us from any of the existing constrains, or to novel technical advances, such as multiples genome engineering (Wang et al. 2009 ).
The exhaustive experimental (Hoffman-Sommer et al. 2012) or theoretical (Hasty et al. 2001 ) characterization of specific existing circuits (both in vitro and in silico) is also necessary.
In this paper we tackle theoretical issues regarding the most basic designable computational capabilities of GRNs. We restrict ourselves to feed-forward networks, which lack feedback loops and thus will not exhibit dynamical behaviors other than steady state attractors. We present an error back-propagation algorithm to design actual GRNs that would solve specific problems. Experimentally hard wiring a set of parameters into a synthetic biological system seems a little ahead of schedule, but the development of genetic engineering techniques that allow a combinatorial design of complex circuits is becoming a reality (Mattiussi and Floreano 2007; Wang et al. 2009 ) and we shall soon have the potential of creating any requested synthetic GRN. Similarly, synthetic customizable signaling networks are becoming a reality (Bashor et al. 2010; Lim 2010) . Although combinatorial design with biological components is still in its infancy, the potential for complex computational synthetic networks is growing fast (Solé and Macía 2013) . The questions we pose are: How do these gene-based circuits need to be designed and to what extent can they perform computational tasks similar to those performed by ANNs? Are these tasks easy to implement by GRN? What are the design rules required to obtain the optimal designs?
We close this introduction outlining that GRNs are just one of the many biological structures that seem an appropriate substrate to implement AI means. We can think of others, such as transduction networks, that can also be modeled up to a great detail using Hill equations. Hill functions will be our main tool in the current paper, thus our developments should apply not only to GRNs, but to many more systems.
The article is structured as follows: In section II it is shown in a constructive way how a feed-forward network of Hill equations can approximate any arbitrary continuous positive function. In section III the back-propagation rules are explicitly derived for our mathematical model of GRNs and in section IV we show how our idea was applied (of course, in silico) to one fitting problem and three classification tasks. Discussion and future lines of work follow in section V.
II. FUNCTION APPROXIMATION BY SYNTHETIC GRN
In this section we address the demonstration that finite feed-forward networks of Hill equations can approximate any positive, bounded, continuous function defined over a bounded subset of the real numbers: such systems already incorporate the needed non-linearities that linear perceptrons were missing. For the demonstration we use only Hill equations at their steady state, which already encompass enough complexity for our purposes. This work shall just be a glance into the actual capabilities of GRNs if we would use them as computing devices. Incorporating feedback or analyzing the evolution in time would reveal GRNs as appropriate substrates to biologically implement more powerful devices such as recurrent or echo state networks (Maass et al. 2002) .
A. Mathematical characterization of Hill functions
Hill differential equations model the temporal dynamics of the concentration y(t) of a protein Y regulated by a set of N promoter proteins X i whose concentrations are x i (t). In the literature we can find different implementations of these dynamics depending on whether or not different promoters can associate with each other to express Y (Hasty et al. 2001; Goutelle 2008; Santillán 2008) . We choose a formalism in which such cooperation is banned:
Here κ represents the degradation rate of Y , n i with i = 1, ..., N are Hill coefficients that estimate the number of 
Let us note that a modeling allowing a cooperative action of different X i upon Y also reduces to this expression for just one regulating protein, thus the following results are general.
We will see now how a clever use of such a simple motif is enough to show the very rich computational capabilities of networks of GRNs. We begin our study by a thorough characterization of the steady state of this equation, part of which might already be found in the literature.
For a fixed concentration x of protein X, equation (2) decays towards:ỹ
y(x) representing the concentration of Y at the steady state as a function of the concentration of its promoter. The slope of this function with respect to x reads:
Let us note that (α 1 β 0 − β 1 α 0 ) determines the sign of this slope and that this sign remains unchanged for the whole domain ofỹ(x), meaning that this function is either monotonously increasing or decreasing. If we calculate the second derivative ofỹ(x):
and calculate the extrema of Dỹ(x), dDỹ(x) dx = 0; we find three different solutions:
The last extremum of Dỹ(x) is the most interesting one as it indicates an inflexion point of the original functioñ y(x). For convenience and similarity to sigmoids, we will call x = x θ the threshold of the Hill equation -thus the notation. We evaluate the slope at the threshold:
By now we have got our Hill equation characterized by parameters that are rather abstract from a geometric point of view, although their biological meaning is clear. Let us write α 0 , α 1 , β 0 , and β 1 in terms ofỹ(0),ỹ(∞), and x θ ; which have got a more intuitive geometric interpretation. For the upper and lower limits ofỹ(x) we get:
. (7) From the equation for x θ we can work out the ratio β 0 /β 1 :
and substituting in equation (6) we can write the slope ofỹ(x) at the threshold as a function of the desired parameters:
It is clear thatỹ(0),ỹ(∞), and x θ should be given if we wanted to build up a Hill function with customized upper and lower bounds and threshold. It would only remain n to control the steepness given by equation 9. Indeed:
while [ỹ(∞) −ỹ(0)] still controls the sign of the bare derivative. This indicates that varying n we can design Hill equations that are more or less flat. This also makes manifest the role of a large n to introduce non-linearities in protein regulation processes, as well as its importance for sharply triggered dynamics. Let us note that we went from a parameterization using κ, n, α 0 , α 1 , β 0 , and β 1 to one that only uses n,ỹ(0), y(∞), and x θ . This is possible because κ plays a normalizing role and can be absorbed into some other constant. Also, we saw that β 0 and β 1 only affect the shape of the Hill equations through their ratio. Now, by choosingỹ (0) andỹ(∞) we can build a Hill function with any wished upper and lower bounds, and choosing x θ and n we can set up any desired threshold and steepness. From these choices we could work out the values of the original set of parameters and we would still have freedom to choose κ and either β 0 or β 1 .
A key ingredient in our demonstration will be that we can approximate a step function with any desired accuracy. This can be done taking n → ∞, and this would be completely fair from a mathematical point of view. However, our endeavor is to show the computational capacity of realistic biological systems. Regulatory systems such as those described by equation 2 usually present low values of n. A typical value is n ≃ 2, which is consistent with molecular processes based on dimerization (Alon 2006; Macía et al. 2009b ). Luckily enough, there is a very interesting way around to approximate a step function by combining Hill equations; and one that the nature itself seems to have used prominently for threshold-dynamics regulation. This is explored in the following subsection.
B. Cascades of Hill equations
An interesting feature of sigmoid functions is that they map an interval (let us say x ∈ (0, +∞)) into another (say y ∈ (0, +1)) in an exponential fashion, meaning that a linear increase in x corresponds to a somehow exponential modification of y. This can be seen in the exponential decay of y towards 0 or 1 when x → 0 or x → +∞ and in the exponential increase of y(x) when x approaches the threshold of the sigmoid. If this characteristic is also true for Hill functions we can use the output of one such equation as the input of another with the hope of transiting exponentially faster through the threshold of the second equation when varying the original variable, thus providing a steepest overall dependency. This turns out to be the case as it is demonstrated in figures 2a and 2b. M (x) (red) cascades fulfilling the necessary relationships to build a rectangular function. Back to the biological interpretation of our model, we must assume that both cascades are different metabolic pathways promoted by a same protein X that presents a concentration x working as the input of the whole system. Both pathways would produce a same protein X E 2 , whose joint yield as a function of x is shown in panel d. A third cascade must be added, C E 2 M ′′ (x): an excitatory one, and its threshold (horizontal red line in panel d) must be appropriately chosen to approach a rectangular function R(x). e Tuning C E 2 M ′′ (∞) we can approximate the desired R(x): A rectangular function with R(x) = 1 if x ∈ [0.5, 1.5) and 0 elsewhere is faithfully approximated by
Using combinations of Hill equations, in this subsection we aim directly at building a step function and a piecewise defined function that is constant and different from 0 for a range of x, and 0 out of this range -i.e. a rectangular function R(x). In doing so we will disregard other interesting functions that combinations of Hill equations might be producing. In this line, we begin by calling strictly excitatory (ỹ E (x)) and strictly inhibitory (ỹ I (x)) Hill equations to those withỹ
We define a M -Cascade function -and note it C M (x) -as the system of M Hill equations coupled such that:
This system can have very rich dynamics depending on the set {ỹ m (x); m = 1, ..., M } of Hill equations used, which might be inhibitory or excitatory; but for our im-
. We can see that the last equation of the cascade will never reach its upper limit because its input does not span the whole domain of positive real numbers, so if we wanted to build our cascade such that it would have the C M (∞) we desire, we would have to set the upper bound of the last equation of the cascade to bẽ y M (∞) = γC M (∞), where γ is a positive constant. This is always possible sinceỹ M (∞) is allowed to take any positive value we desire. The same reasoning applies for inhibitory cascades. In figures 2a and 2b, theỹ m (∞) of all equations were corrected such that the cascades have a maximum of roughly 1. We note that we have got a relative freedom to choose most ofỹ m (0) andỹ m (∞).
Using an inhibitory cascade
, we can build up an interesting mathematical device. Let these units be such that:
The behavior of a couple of cascades C I1 M (x) and C E1 M ′ (x) fulfilling these relationships is plotted in figure  2c .
is slightly different from all the functions used so far. It would not, in principle, be exactly described by equation 2 because its input is a sum of terms, i.e. it would not be regulated by just one promoter. However, using the idea of distributed computation (Regot et al. 2010) we could easily envision a case whose input is the sum of two independent terms while it can still be modeled by the equation that we have so thoroughly described: C I1 M (x) and C E1 M ′ (x) must constitute two alternative pathways for the production of a same protein X E2 , such that the concentration of this protein would be the total yield, as required: 
C. Feed-forward GRN as Function Approximators
With the elements built so far we are ripe to show that we can approximate any bounded, positive, continuous function of N v real, positive variables with a finite feed forward network of Hill equations.
For simplicity we proceed for N v = 1, without loss of generality. Let there be f (x) a continuous function taking bounded real, positive values and defined over a finitely bounded subset of real, positive numbers. We can always find a finite partition X ǫ = {x ǫ,i ; i = 1, ...,ñ} such that for all i = 1, ...,ñ − 1 it does not exist any x
We can find a finite collection of Hill equations with which it is possible to build a set
) and I ǫ,i (x) ≃ 0 otherwise. Then the function:
approximates f (x) with an error approximately lower than ǫ.
To integrate the different outcomes of the collection I ǫ into one single output function F ǫ it might seem necessary a modeling with several promoters. We would be a continuous black curve indicates the actual target function while red crosses indicate the outcome of the trained GRN at a given input concentration x. a ν = 1: the easiest task possible. b ν = 2: a slightly more complicated case, but the GRN still performs quite adequately. c ν = 3: as the difficulty increases, the network can not respond as faithfully as desired anymore. d ν = 4: for very complicated instances, two aspects contribute to distort the output: on the one hand, a larger network might be needed to reproduce very intricate functions; on the other hand, GRNs are trained using a finite sampling of t(x), which can only give a hint of the real complexity of the target function.
facing a case similar to C E2 M ′′ (x E2 ). But once again we solve this by using the concept of distributed computation: We must assume that the I ǫ,i (x) represent different pathways that synthesize one and the same protein. Each of the I ǫ,i (x) is responsible of producing the right output in a narrow domain of x, while all the others remain silent. When looking at our readout, we do not really care which one of the available pathways is producing the end-product protein, as long as the right concentration -i.e. a value close enough to f (x) -is produced.
If we allow f (x) to be defined over an unbound set of real, positive numbers then an infinite number of Hill equations might be needed; but any desired approximation is still analytically plausible. Also, we can easily extend the analysis to functions of more variables N v > 1 by implementing I(x 1 , ..., x Nv ): the N v -dimensional versions of I(x), which should be straightforward having distributed computation in mind. And, of course, a vector function − → f (x) might be approximated as well by allowing several output Hill equations in the feed-forward network.
III. BACK-PROPAGATION ALGORITHM FOR GRN
Lacking an algorithm to train multilayered artificial neural networks in solving specific tasks was an important drawback that prevented notable advances in AI for around two decades (Olazaran 1989) . Training a network means finding a set of parameters for its constituents such that the network as a whole behaves in a desired way. Training -or learning -methods are classified as supervised when examples of the expected behavior are provided or unsupervised if a network is expected to work out the structure of a problem on its own.
The most successful method of supervised learning is the back-propagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al. 1986 ) -a generalization to complex structures of error minimization by hill climbing that is possible thanks to a nimble handling of partial derivatives and the chain rule. Notwithstanding this, our networks of Hill equations present several redundancies and particularities and some choices had to be made to implement a working algorithm. We did so, and the proof that our choices take on the traininig can be found in section IV, where we apply our methods to four basic machine learning problems. However, discussion remains open about how correct some of our decisions are. Several alternatives might be equally right, and further research should be made to tell the most efficient learning strategies for synthetic GRNs.
We will be working with an arbitrary feed-forward network of Hill equations. The network consists of a series of units, of Hill equations arranged in N L layers. Each layer is labeled with the superindex j and has got N j U units in it. The first layer will be called the imput layer and the last one will be called the output layer. Such a network is a model for a GRN of promoter proteins that regulate each other in a feed-forward manner such that proteins regulated at layer j act as promoters of those regulated at layer j + 1. The concentration of each unit is governed by a formula similar to equation 1. We will rewrite this equation right ahead and therefore we shall adopt a new notation that exhaustively uses sub-and superindexes. The notation may seem baroque but it is a very appropriate one to derive back-propagation rules.
We call X j i to the i-th protein in the j-th layer, and x j i to its concentration. We write the differential Hill equation for the time evolution of this concentration:
Here we have just added a collection of sub-and superindexes to equation 1 and collapsed the sums within the corresponding symbols, but both equations are essentially the same. The only actual difference is that we assumed just one and the same Hill coefficient n for all the proteins in the network. Regarding the notation, we use j ′ to name the layer whose output works as input for layer j. This usually means j ′ = j − 1, but for the input layer we must assume that there is an extra layer j ′ = 0 consisting of the promoters that act as input for the whole system.
We make this notation even more compact with a classic trick in machine learning: assuming that there exist several external units with constant concentration x
such that the concentration of protein X j i when the network reaches a steady state is:
The set of equations for the whole network successively determines the concentration of proteins at each layer once the concentration of the promoters of the input layer is given. We read out the concentration of proteins in the output layer as a sort of result of the computation that the GRN implements. We see that the network computes in a feed-forward manner. At the training phase, this outcome is compared to some target function that encompasses the behavior that is expected from the network. This will be clearer in section IV when examples are shown. By now it is enough to assume that an error can be derived by comparing the target function to the result yielded by the network. This error will be propagated backwards throughout the network, and the parameters (α ii ′ ) will be modified according to how much of the error each of them is responsible of. To implement this back-propagation concept, the following derivatives will be necessary:
The next step is to make use of the error function ǫ(x NL i ; t i ) whose existence we just assumed. This depends on the concentrations x out ≡ {x NL i } at the output layer and on a target function T ≡ {t i } that has got as many components as units there are in the output layer. Let us note that both x out and T are a function of the concentration of the promoters of the input layer. We define the partial error :
of the i-th unit in layer j. For the output layer the partial error can be obtained straight away by taking derivatives in the error function. For other layers it is necessary to use the chain rule as it follows:
This allows us to compute the error of units at layer j ′ once the errors in j are known, thus back-propagation. Knowing these partial errors at each unit it is easy to calculate the gradient of the error with respect to the different parameters of the networkα jj ′ ik ′ and β jj ′ ik ′ and apply a hill climbing rule on them:
where η represents a learning rate whose value has to be chosen externally for each training task, andα
ik ′ are the update rules for each parameter at each training step.
We note straightaway that such an update rule can lead to negative values ofα
ik ′ , which we would like to avoid because these constants are always positive in biological systems. This issue is solved using the following change of variables:
and implementing update rules on a ik ′ fall within a realistic range of values, but in this paper we did not go that far and we did not care that much about the numerical values obtained after training as long as they were positive.
With this we are ready to go ahead with some easy machine learning examples. The back-propagation rules derived here are just a straightforward implementation of the standard algorithm applied to ANNs, with the only difference that each pair of units is linked by two weights. Apart from this, more modern implementations could be done that incorporate dynamic tuning of η or memory effects from the training history, or that exploit some stochasticity to avoid converging towards local minimums. Such improvements would speed up the training or guarantee that the desired behavior would be better reproduced. We are not concerned with these issues now: Two inputs x and y represent the concentrations of the regulating input proteins X and Y . They can also be plotted as two-dimensional coordinates. Given a point (x, y), it was considered that the GRN classified the coordinate as class 1 if x out 1 > x out 2 and as class 2 otherwise. Class 1 points are plotted in red and class 2 are plotted in green. The GNRs were tested with the coordinates of a regular grid after their training. Along with the GRN's outcome for the grid, it is plotted the set of training points: class 1 samples as blue crosses and class 2 samples as black squares. The training set was generated with some noise, such that the classes were not separable with simple geometrical shapes. a The circle turned out to be the one requiring a less complex network to be solved, a 4-4-2 architecture. b The XOR needed 5-10-2 units in each layer. This seems exaggerated for such a seemingly simple problem. Presumably a smaller network could be reached if additional wiring-optimization algorithms were used. c The spiral pattern is a difficult one and it required 10-10-2 units to achieve the shown results.
this work intends to demonstrate the concept of machine learning implemented on models of GRNs. Because of this, it will be found that examples from the following section require an exaggerated training period (for nowadays machine learning standards), or that convergence could be better than shown. It should be kept in mind that there is still plenty of room for improving the presented methods.
IV. FOUR EASY MACHINE LEARNING TASKS
As a proof of concept, we used feed-forward networks of Hill equations and the proposed training rules to solve four easy machine learning problems: one fitting and three classification tasks.
During the learning phase we appreciated that our algorithm is quite sensitive to initial conditions. The initial values ofα jj ′ ii ′ and β jj ′ ii ′ are chosen randomly before learning, and an unlucky initialization can harm convergence towards the desired network, probably because the algorithm gets stuck in local minimums. This is common also in very basic ANNs implementations.
We were not specially interested in constructing optimal GRNs (meaning GRNs with less units or connections and yet with a good performance). Network growing or pruning algorithms could be implemented for this end. Our main interest for this paper was to show some working examples of the ideas developed, and thus we proceeded using the most basic methods.
Because some freedom remained to set up the κ j i and n we chose n = 2, which is a very realistic value for systems modeled by Hill equations, and κ = 1. This applies to all the examples following.
A. Using GRNs to fit a function
In the first task we wanted our network to behave such that when an input x was given to the input layer, then the output layer would yield t(x), where t(x) is an arbitrary mathematical function that we shall call the target of our training. In biological terms, the proteins at the input layer of our GRN would be exposed to a concentration x of their promoter protein X, and it would be wished that the concentration x out of the protein X out at the output layer would be exactly t(x). We used t(x) = sin(2πνx) + 2 with ν = 1, 2, 3, and 4 and x ∈ [0, 1). This is a function of only one variable, thus proteins in the input layer would be controlled by just one external promoter; it is always positive, as required in section II for minimally realistic systems; and it is unidimensional, thus one only unit is required in the output layer.
Many different architectures were tried, but the results shown here correspond to networks with three layers: the input one with 4 units, a hidden layer with 4 more units, and the output layer. We used the error function:
where ξ is a Gausian noise with 0 mean and standard deviation 0.1, so that perfect examples did probably not show up
For the training, 100 data points (x, t(x)) were generated and each point was presented 1000 times to the GRN. The back-propagation algorithm was applied right after each data presentation. Results for the different ν are shown in figure 3. We appreciate how the performance gets worst as the complexity of the function within [0, 1) increases. Apart from the obvious need for more units to reconstruct finer details, we must concede that the training points do not need to reveal the whole structure of the target function because they are just a noisy, finite sample of it.
B. Three classification tasks
We made up three classification tasks of varying difficulty. For each task we generated 1000 data points belonging to classes 1 or 2. Each point consists of a two-dimensional coordinate and a label is attached that indicates its class. The different classes are arranged on a plane. We identify each task as circle, XOR, and spiral after the geometric disposition of the data (see figure  4) . Noise was added such that the classes overlap and they are not easily separable. These points were used to train the network: back-propagation was applied right after the presentation of each data point and each point was presented 100 times. When the learning phase was over, a grid that covered the area spanned by the training samples was given to the network to test its performance.
The input now is a two-dimensional coordinate, thus proteins of the input layer have got two external promoters X and Y with concentrations x and y. It would have been possible to read out the result with just one output unit, attending to whether its concentration was above or below an arbitrary threshold. It was decided, though, to always use two units X and as class 2 otherwise. It was used the following error function:
where T = (1, 0) if the input belonged to class 1 and T = (0, 1) if it belonged to class 2. The circle task (figure 4a) happened to be the less demanding one: it was solved with just 3 units in the input layer and 2 units in the hidden layer, plus two output units as said before. The network obtained is represented in figure 5 . This reminds us of the small feed-forward network motifs from real cells (figure 1).
Because the tasks were of growing difficulty, the number of units needed to solve each problem changed. The XOR (figure 4b) required 5 and 10 units in the input and hidden layers, and the spiral (figure 4c) could not be solved with less than 10 units in each non-output layer. Both of them had 2 units as an output.
Let us recall once more that it was not sought any optimization in terms of wiring or number of nodes. It can be expected that much smaller GRNs can be designed to solve either of these problems (including also the function fitting task) if network growing or pruning algorithms were employed. Such methods are quite common in ANNs architecture optimization, which is a non-trivial problem. Taking into account that we did not care about the wiring that much, the results obtained are very satisfactory.
V. DISCUSSION
Within the developing framework of biological computation, in this paper we proposed that feed-forward GRNs are a suitable substrate to implement the basics of machine learning. They can cope perfectly with solving regression problems or with data classification, as it has been explicitly shown in four examples. This opens the door to more complicated AI applications such as data mining, data series prediction, clustering, signal filtering, etc. Of course, using networks of Hill equations does not suppose an improvement in performance when compared to existing ANNs. This was not the aim of this work. Our purpose was rather to show that realistic biological systems have got a complexity enough as to solve machine learning tasks. We did so with a constructive -enough, but not completely rigorous -mathematical proof that the chosen GRN model can approximate any bounded, positive, continuous function and presenting four practical examples.
GRNs appear as a quite adequate means to implement ANNs-like architectures. Already in cellular systems, genes appear arranged in networks and execute very complex duties. Because of this network disposition, the models we work with are readily suitable to derive error back-propagation rules. This is the most successful algorithm for training ANNs in implementing arbitrary functions. It is an analytical tool, a theoretical device; so knowing these rules for networks of Hill equations we can design ideal GRNs that would behave as we wished.
Of course, back-propagation does not provide a technique to build synthetic networks in vivo, but rather the instructions for what will be needed when the moment arrives. With the idea of providing a faithful, realistic plan, there are a series of constrains that we should sooner or later impose in the large set of parameters that our GRNs would have. For the present paper we just demanded that our networks should always have positive affinities and positive basal expression levels, and that Hill coefficients should be low enough. For the practical examples we used n = 2, which is among the lowest possible. Also, in these examples we did not care that much if the values of certain parameters turned out exaggeratedly huge or small after training -as it was the case, among other reasons because we have been working with equations in arbitrary dimensions. But requesting that these parameters fall within a physically plausible range and many other necessary constraints can be easily incorporated into the back-propagation rules so that we would arrive to feasible GRNs.
An immediate critique to the idea introduced in this paper is that its development in actual biological systems may require a very fine-tuning of parameters that is out of reach for state-of-the-art experimental techniques. The scenario might be even worst: since stochasticity is so in the core of molecular biology, narrowly controlling gene-gene interactions might never be possible. But this observation is not so straightforwardly true. Indeed, a large GRN means tens or hundreds of parameters to be tuned. They could just be flexible enough as to carry out a desired task with several different sets of parameters, or with parameters within certain ranges, thus dismissing the need for fine-tuning. ANNs implement computations in a distributed and emergent manner, usually avoiding that very specific pieces are responsible of very precise parts of the calculi. This makes ANNs both flexible and robust against stochastic events, and it is not strange that different ANNs work in a similar and stable way while having very different internal settings. These features are very interesting for synthetic circuits design.
It might not only be the case that fine-tuning is not required. Cutting-edge experimental techniques (Wang et al. 2009 ) could allow us to treat whole genomes as black boxes upon which accelerated evolution aided by artificial selection could implement training algorithms similar in essence to a Hebbian learning. In such a case we would not need to know any actual numerical values for parameters that we would need to write down into a genome. Rather, the evolving system could self-organize to implement any function that we wished, as long as it would have enough computational complexity.
As already outlined in section III, our algorithm implementation required some assumptions. For example, we have chosen to use the constant Hill coefficient n = 2, or to consider bothα jj ′ ii ′ and β jj ′ ii ′ as the weights between pairs of units: this may enclose some redundancy. We have also used the most basic learning algorithm possible, while nowadays several techniques exist that make the training of a network far more efficient, meaning better performance and reduced learning times. This very basic algorithm was already enough for the proof of concept that we intended. However, all this work should be revised some day if the design of actual GRNs were sought: we should find the most economic networks, thus rewiring or pruning techniques would be a nice extension; and those networks working in parameter ranges in which less fine-tuning is required would also be preferred. Besides, designing networks that are robust to noise or that somehow incorporate it as a computing feature would be desirable, since stochasticity pervades real regulatory systems. All these questions can be addressed numerically and analytically using some of the methods developed in this paper, or incorporating to them whatever extensions were needed. Finally, similar algorithms can be derived for recurrent and dynamical models of GRNs. This would hopefully reveal an even greater power of networks of genes as computational devices.
